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Face The Fiction Presents
Jerry A. Rodriguez
Event Name: Face The Fiction
Moderator: Ann-Marie Brown; co-moderator Steve Spinosa
Guest Speaker: Jerry A. Rodriguez - http://www.jerryarodriguez.com/index.html
The SFSNNJ proudly announces our guest speaker for June 2008 Face The Fiction: Jerry A. Rodriguez. Face The Fiction is
the SFSNNJ's monthly general meeting, which occurs on the second Saturday of each month. This meeting will be held on
Saturday, June 14, 2008, at Borders Books, Garden State Plaza Mall. Mr. Rodriguez will begin promptly at 8pm.
Jerry was born in Brooklyn, New York, reared in Villa Carolina, Puerto Rico, and then returned to Brooklyn. The youngest of
seven smart, talented and very sarcastic siblings, Jerry was constantly surrounded by art, music and literature. His mom,
Jenny, taught the family that reading was a pleasure and a privilege, so it didn’t take long for the entire Rodriguez clan to
become avid readers and lovers of books. At a very early age, Jerry discovered that he had a talent for drawing and he
dreamed of becoming a comic book illustrator. Eventually, he fell in love with film and theater, and decided to give up the
pencils, inks and drawing paper to pursue a whole different career.
So the journey began…
A long time, respected fixture in New York theater, Jerry is a writer and director whose plays have been staged OffBroadway at a variety of esteemed theatrical venues including the Actor’s Studio, The Village Gate, the Cherry Lane
Theater, Labyrinth Theater, the TOMI Theater, The CSV/Milagro Theater, HOME for Contemporary Theater, Center Stage,
LaTea Theater, The West Bank Café and The Nuyorican Poet’s Café, among many others. He also directed works by
playwrights John Patrick Shanley, David Mamet and Tomislav Novakovic.
Jerry directed and produced the music video Problems Of The World (Today) for Warner/Elektra Records, which became a
landmark in Hip Hop music history.
Jerry’s groundbreaking, critically acclaimed short film, El Deseo/The Desire, which starred Benny Nieves, Lauren Velez (I
Like It Like That, Oz) and Franky G. (Saw 2, CBS’new crime series Smith) was produced under the sponsorship of
Columbia Pictures and premiered at the prestigious Film Society of Lincoln Center.
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May Meeting Recap
That's Science Fiction! – Tuesday, May 6
Moderators: Chris Hasselkus & Aubrey Ward
Title: Equilibrium (2002)
Recap by: Chris Hasselkus
Equilibrium (2002) starring Christian Bale and Emily Watson went over quite well. It was kind of 1984 meets Fahrenheit 451
oppression. Any kind of emotion was dealt with harshly; Christian Bale's character gets a conscience - hijinks ensue. Aubrey
provided a delicious cake, among other goodies. Things then continued at the Seville Diner. As usual, fun was had by all.

Face the Fiction – Saturday, May 10
Moderators: Steve Spinosa, Ann-Marie
Guest: S.C. “Sam” Butler
Recap by: Ann-Marie, Todd Ehrenfels, Bill Wagner, Steve Spinosa
S.C. "Sam" Butler was a great guest. As Steve points out, he started out reading an excerpt from Reiffen's Choice, the first book
of the Stoneways Series: Reiffen's Choice (2006), Queen Ferris (2007), and coming soon, The Magicians' Daughter (2008).
The reading was lively, fun and had us engrossed and hooked.
After reading, Mr. Butler said he preferred to let us guide the discussion with our questions. The question poured out and Mr.
Butler was having a lot of fun answering them. We learned he likes to write to music - punk music being a favorite. He described
writing a "tranquil" scene with the Ramones blasting in the background! We learned about his influences - Anthony Trolloppe,
Tolkien. He discussed how he never writes with an outline and why that can be good. Imagine writing an outline then never going
in that direction with the story - he does it a lot. Mr. Butler had a lively and personable wit that kept things flowing. We couldn't
stop asking questions.
Mike P found out that Mr. Butler is a HUGE Dr. Strange fan. This led to a great story about a 12-year-old Sam and some friends
realizing some of their comic book heroes worked in New York City, not far from their Brooklyn homes. Road trip, elevator ride to
offices, blocked by secretary, "want to buy some back issues", the boys thinking this was surely the greatest offer ever when out
comes Stan Lee! Autographs, happy campers and a one-of-a-kind autograph. You could envision the 12-year-old and feel the
excitement.
Todd asked about world building and Sam described the world he had created for his series and the things he does/doesn't make
specific and why. Remi had been to his website and was hooked on a novella that was an earlier work. This novella was set in
the same world in the Stoneway Series, but came years after. The science of his worlds was discussed, as was the magic and
research that goes into them. He discussed his characters, his logic for certain choices (i.e. no religion, no description of the
abyss), his likes and dislikes in current reading material, his early writing attempts, how he likes the world the Hobbits live in, and
how he really wants to go to Hogwarts - really!
All in all, a fantastic meeting and a wonderful guest. A lot of laughing, a lot of information, and Mr. Butler happily told us he'd love
for us to do his one of his books at a meeting so he could come back to discuss it with us. To oblige this request, we will see if
Sam can join us for July's Modern Masters to discuss Reiffen's Choice.
The diner followed the event where we continued the fun. At least this time Bill did not bite anyone. Talk ranged from anime to
Iron Man to Todd profusely apologizing - run Todd run. Thom was pickle eating again. Paul described his college photo that had
him looking like the sociopath next door. Taras pretended to behave at the head of the table - pretended being the operative word
- lol. Good time. (Ann-Marie)
Let us not forget that it was not just Stan Lee that he got to meet, but Wally Woods, Steve Ditko, and Jack Kirby! And he got
those notables to sign a piece of Marvel Corporate stationary!
Seriously, though, SC Butler was amazing and highly animated. I loved it when he was talking about the over-abundance of Elves
in fantasy, and that the Dwarves always just seem to be there but not doing much other than hoarding gold. The idea of Dwarves
as scientists and inventors has been done before, but not to the depth that Sam seems to have taken, and I was intrigued by the
concept of the upside down cities suspended over the abyss and the dirigibles that the dwarves were using as transport.
Another nifty idea is the character of the shape-shifting bear god (Redburr). He is a bear based subconsciously on Falstaff from
Henry IV. How cool is that?
I also want to say that the reading was really great. Sam has a great voice and the scene was definitely dark and powerful. I am
looking forward to reading this one. (Todd)
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The guest speaker of this past Saturday's meeting of the Science Fiction Society of Northern New Jersey
(http://www.sfsnnj.com/index.html) was S C Butler, author of a current fantasy series from TOR. Besides citing authors as diverse
as Tolkien and Heinlein as early influences and/or reading favorites, Mr.. Butler also discussed loving reading Edgar Rice
Burroughs, especially the first three volumes of the Tarzan and Mars series. (Bill)
We started the Whispers From Beyond segment of the show at around 7:30 when I (Steve Spinosa) read a scene from the Return
of The Jedi novelization by James Kahn illustrating this month's theme of Rebellions & Revolutionaries (this is the scene where
the rebel alliance maps out its final attack plan against the Empire/Death Star). Chris Hasselkus read an excerpt from Watership
Down, and Master Todd read a trial scene from the novel Crossover. Todd finished by 8:00 p.m. promptly, and then I introduced
"Sam" Butler, who started by reading an excerpt from his novel Reiffen's Choice (which is the first of his series). He talked about
Reiffen's story being the overarching theme of the book series (two are already published, with the third coming out in the fall, if all
goes well). He also discussed the many ideas he had for stories that failed (A western with baseball players! A science fiction/rock
'n' roll story with accompanying music & lyrics!!!) before hitting upon this magical fantasy trilogy idea. Remy asked about the
novella on his website which was written before the trilogy but actually is set afterwards, and Sam suggested that folks not read it
until after the third book comes out, but then changed his mind. He also discussed his influences (including classic literature,
J.R.R. Tolkien, and Dr. Strange (Steve Ditko's classic Marvel comic’s character). It was a very entertaining meeting that wrapped
up by 9:45,after which some, but not all the folks in the group went to the diner (Jim & I didn't due to allergies). On Friday Face
The Fiction Part II will convene at the GSP Borders with our special guest Mystery author E.J. Rand. See y'all then! (Steve)

Suspense Central – Monday, May 12
Moderator: Aurelia Long
Title: The Way of the Wolf: The Vampire Earth, Book I by E.E. Knight
Recap by: Aubrey Ward
Welcome back to another fabulous issue of "Suspense Central Monthly".
This month the main topic of discussion was my strange fascination with Russ Trolls.
We also touched on the book "Way of the Wolf" by E.E. Knight. This is the first book in Knight's "Vampire Earth" series.
Okay, so I arrive in the store and I instinctively head towards the back towards the toilets, I mean, the cafe. Surprise, surprise!
We're in the center ring this month. Y'all know how I hate people leering at me (especially unattractive people with bad fashion
sense and lack of color coordination...shudder) but for the sake of my friends I endured the lustful stares from the icky onlookers.
So we jumped from point to point discussing our favorite parts and our most beloved characters. "Way of the Wolf" is such a book
short in stature but it's jam packed with interesting characters and memorable scenes. It was like a scrumptious buffet. All that
tasty food and no idea where to start.
Basically, the world has been invaded by evil aliens known as Kurians. The spaced invaders conquer the planet and subjugate
the human race. Kurians feast on the "vital auras" of human beings and their appetite is compared to a crack addiction (think Lays
only creepier). Kurians are big fans of food delivery so they created some ugly beasties named Reapers to scrounge around the
planet collecting vital auras from people by sticking their long and barbed tongues down people's throats to pierce their hearts and
suck out the goods.
Yum, right?
Also helping the Kurian Lords maintain control of the "livestock" are other otherworldly creatures called Grogs, kind of like the
Orcs from LOTR. Most are not terribly bright and there are a lot of them and a lot of varieties. We also got Quislings. Quislings
are basically the "Uncle Toms" on Cabin Earth. They are humans who serve the Kurians. Some are forced to obey and some
willingly serve the new kings of the hill. Those who abide by the rules get nice privileges such as land, status and a "Get Out Of
Being A Kurian Happy Meal" card.
But you know us humans. You got those who give up and fall in line. And then you got those who knuckleheads that stand up and
fight against their oppressors (God bless 'em). Homegrown militias sprout up all over the planet-training soldiers to take down the
Reapers and find weaknesses in the Kurian's designs that will bring about their downfall.
"Way of the Wolf" introduces David Valentine, a young man whose family was killed by a dastardly Quisling patrol. David is sent
to live with Father Maxmillian (aka The Padre) to have some semblance of a normal childhood. David joins the human militia
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group called Southern Command. He goes through boot camp and works his way to becoming an elite soldier called a "Wolf".
Potential Wolves are put through an initiation process with a Lifeweaver, a good Kurian that aids the humans in defeating
their vital aura-sucking kin. David survives the trials and gains some nifty powers like enhanced hearing and smell.
David goes from mission to mission meeting new people, learning new things, and taking down some Kurian scum along the way.
I believe I am on the money by saying that those who actually read the book enjoyed it. Todd was especially giddy about this
discussion since he's kept up with the Vampire Earth series since Book Numero Uno. I felt that it started kinda slow and the "kings
of the wild frontier" theme was not very attractive to me. But as I read further through David's first adventures I grew to love it.
There is a lot to love about this book starting with some endearing characters. Love 'em or hate 'em, a lot of the characters in
"Way of the Wolf" are quite memorable. There's a man named Eveready that trains David and other Wolf freshman in the ways of
Reaper hunting. The Carlson family that take David in for a time and Molly Carlson who takes a major shine to David. Major Mike
Flanagan is the Kurian butt-kisser you'll love to "boo & hiss" at while the Duke of Duke Street is a smooth operator with a ruthless
side. And there's more besides!
The Vampire Earth itself is very captivating. Book One takes place mostly in the wilds of Minnesota, Arkansas, Louisiana and
other central and southern states. During the Kurians years of rule the lords have stripped the humans of their technology and
history. So when we meet David we see children going to church to get their edumacation (as Anne Marie put it, David's school
was straight outta "Little House on the Prairie"). The kids have a race to obtain the grand prize: a shotgun, which will
make hunting rabbits and quail a breeze. There are a few cars around but most transportation is provided by human feet or
horses' hooves.
On the flipside are places like Chicago which.... well, imagine how 42nd Street was before it got "Disneyfied" or an extreme
version of Las Vegas.
There are of the elders that remember television, compact discs and aeroplanes. But to the younger generation it seems like
make believe.
Another juicy morsel from this story is the current human condition. I brought up that I was amazed that in this Kurian run society
racism still exists. I was amazed that with Reapers running around sucking vital souls outta humans that some people still
use racial slurs like "sambo". Aurelia made a good point that most people need a poor dog to kick around in order to vent their
frustrations.
It's tragic yet compelling to read the accounts of some of the characters' back-stories, which gave me an idea of where humanity
is. A character named Steiner talks about how he, his wife and a good Grog named Big Joke escaped a labor camp in the hope of
making it to the Free Territory. What they encountered was suspicion and prejudice just because they had a Grog in their
company. Molly Carlson describes how her defiant grandmother was tortured and savagely murdered by her townsfolk because
the Kurians gave them a choice: it's either her or all of you. Then there's a story about how Major Flanagan carted his own
mother away to be added to the Kurians' food supply.
Phew! We finally left the store and headed our separate ways. Thanks again to Grand Dame Aurelia for hosting another fine
discussion.
Next month is "Odd Thomas" by Dean Koontz.

Drawing A Crowd – Wednesday, May 14
Moderators: Brian O'Dell & Abdul Makrinam
Topic: Star Wars
Recommended reading: Star Wars Infinities Vol 1.
Recap by: Aubrey Ward
A long time ago.......
In a comic book store not so far away...
The DAC chapter of the Rebel Alliance met to discuss not one, not two, not five, but three comic book epics called "Star Wars
Infinities". In attendance for this special meeting were special guest stars Rob (owner of New Moon Comics) and Princess Looloo
(Leia's butt ugly cousin). This meeting also marked the return of our beloved DAC moderator Abdul (no he's not dead...and he
feels happy).
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"Star Wars Infinities" are the equivalent of Marvel's "What If" franchise, which takes the official continuity, changes a little detail,
and then shows the consequences of that alteration. "Infinities" covers Episodes 4 thru 6. Here are the basic rundowns:
Episode 4 / A New Hope - Luke fails to blow up the reactor on the Death Star leaving the battle station in tact (systems
malfunction my eye. the boy choked and missed. MISSED!! way to go, Luke). With the mission a failure the Rebels make a hasty
retreat but poor Leia is again apprehended by the Empire and charmed over to the Dark Side. Meanwhile, a dejected Luke goes
to Dagobah to meet Yoda and get his Jedi on.
Episode 5 / Empire Strikes Back - On the planet Hoth (translation: hell frozen over) Luke is kidnapped by a Wampa and
imprisoned in the Wampa's lair. Luke escapes and tries to walk back to the Rebel base. Han Solo attempts to rescue him but he
finds Luke a little too late. With his last breath Luke tells Han to go to Dagobah and become a Jedi. Han, along with Leia and
Chewie and the droids (and Toto), go to Dagobah and speak with Master Yoda. Yoda tells the couple that Leia is actually the one
meant to become a Jedi. So Leia trains with Yoda while Han & Chewie go to Tatooine to pay up their debts to Jabba the Hutt.
Episode 6 / Return of the Jedi - Leia, Lando and friends attempt to free Han from Jabba The Hutt's palace but it goes bust
(along with Jabba's palace). Boba Fett escapes with Han's carbonite carcass, Leia & friends go after Fett, and Luke goes to
Dagobah to finish his training and prepare for his final exam with "Daddy Darth".
The discussion was fast and furious and those who wanted to avoid the crossfire’s of Star Wars trivia ducked, covered, and
knitted. Yeah, everyone's seen at least one of the Star Wars movies but then there are those brave souls who have devoted their
lives (social, family, etc.) to absorbing everything associated with Star Wars.
So resident SW experts (Todd, Rob, and Craig) were more then happy to contribute all kinds of SW trivia and factoids and
references to other tales from the SWEU (Star Wars Expanded Universe). Some of the references actually related to the selected
reading, too. Who says we can't stay on topic?
We also did our own "what if" pitches like "What if Luke and Leia got hitched and Leia birthed some Jedi offspring of her own?”
While it would be a blast if the brother and sister embarked on an incestuous Force orgy, the attendees also considered the
concept with Luke & Leia being unrelated.
There was MY brilliant suggestion to kill off Han Solo in Episode 4 and have Chewbacca replace him as the pilot of the Millennium
Falcon. That would mean no romance between Han and Leia (unless Leia likes making out with corpses). It would also support a
"theory" that Chewbacca was familiar with Obi Wan and Yoda because of their meeting during the Clone Wars (see either "Attack
of the Clones" or "Revenge of the Sith" for that scene).
Oh and somewhere during that topic Brian called Chewbacca's native planet "Wookie World". It's actually called Kashyyyk but I
like Wookie World way better. I would so sign up to be a Wookie World Dancer in the Wookie World live stage show. Whoo!
We also wondered what would have happened if Luke had finished his Jedi lessons on Dagobah rather than cut out in the middle
of training to save his friends in "Empire Strikes Back"? The consensus was that Luke would've probably found out that Vader was
his father from Yoda and Obi Wan. Some felt Luke would've taken the news hard and that would've started him down the road to
the Dark Side. But the more logical and rational attendees deduced that if Luke had finished his training he would most likely have
had better control over his emotions and would not have flipped out over the "big daddy reveal". Heck, he would've been so
attuned with the Force he probably would've figured out that Vader is daddy, Leia is sis, and Han has a creepy homoerotic crush
on him all on his own.
I better finish this recap quick. I feel myself getting a strong urge to buy a pocket protector...
Our sights were then set on the finale of "Return of the Jedi". While questioning the location for Emperor Palpatine's throne room
(obviously safety was not a priority) we thought about the alternate outcomes of that legendary light saber duel. Chew on this:
Vader takes out the Emperor and asks Luke to rule the Empire by his side. Ooh! How about this? Vader kills both the Emperor
AND Luke and takes over the Empire gripping the galaxy in his black rubber grasp. Wow! Oh and one more for the road: The
Emperor decides Vader is no longer useful and ditches the helmeted one for his younger (and more virile) offspring. Bingo!
I asked the group which major character should've bit the big one at the end of "Return of the Jedi". Haywood said Leia shoulda
been axed because she served little purpose in the story.
Princess Looloo was not amused.
Meanwhile, Taras was more than happy to point out that some SW names would make for some snazzy porn monikers. Han....
Solo. ...get it? Leia Orgasm? Hhhmmmm, it could work.
In conclusion, I think it's safe to assume that the die hard SW fans felt right at home while the civilians just sat back and watched
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in amazement (and bewilderment).
Thanks to Abdul for trying to keep the Force-friends from clawing each other to shreds while enduring a mind-numbing headache.
Muchos gracias to Rob for letting us use his store again, for taking care of our purchases, and holding a certain "Omega Flight"
trade paperback for a certain lunatic member (three guesses. the winner gets a date with Gene). And an intergalactic shout out to
George Lucas whose amazing story made this meeting possible.
And May The Force Be With Y'all.
Tripping The Write Fantastic - Tuesday, May 20
Moderator: Todd Ehrenfels
Author: L. Ron Hubbard
Recommended Title: Battleship Earth
Recap by: Todd Ehrenfels
Last night we met for May's discussion of pulp Science Fiction writer Lafayette Ronald Jeffries, better known as L. Ron Hubbard.
It was a fun night with a lot of discussion of Hubbard, his influences in the Hollywood elite, the books, the films, the crazy
speculation, and the church of Scientology.
The evening started with the Moderator (who was handout-less this month) trying desperately to get a signal on his computer so
he could dredge up the 20+-page Wikipedia article. Once the God of Internet (http://overcompensa ting.com/ posts/20080122.
html) had finally been appeased with sacrifices of Borders Cafe Customers, badly spelled words, and references to The Google
on the Internets, we began to discuss the life and times of master Elrond... I mean L. Ron...
We laughed, we cried, we talked about the misadventures of Navy Lieutenant L. Ron, who apparently was kicked out of the ONI
(Office of Naval Intelligence) as it did not suit him and posted on an anti-submarine boat (much like Kennedy's PT-109). L. Ron
further distinguished himself by drawing several ships into a hunt for imaginary Japanese subs off the coast of Oregon, and later
was dismissed from the service after anchoring in Mexican territorial waters and conducting gunnery drills on an island that he
thought was the gunnery range. Who says World War II wasn't fun.
We moved on to a discussion of Battlefield Earth (the book), and Todd read an abbreviated synopsis of the story (reminding him
of some things that he had forgotten). The group had fun picking at the trashy, pulp story and making fun of the movie (which has
been labeled as one of the worst films of all time). John Travolta, Tom Cruise, and the rest of the members of the Church of
Scientology were burned in effigy (the God of Internet was amused). We delved into the film in a bit more depth when we were
joined by Brian and Ana Keveny, fresh from the gym.
After discussing Battlefield Earth, we turned to Todd's favorites, Ole Doc Methuselah and Mission: Earth (the 10-book series that
was published around the time of Hubbard's death). The crowd was amazed and amused by the idea of Doc Methuselah in his
spaceship writing complex calculations on his shirtsleeves, and we talked a bit about the fun and goofy nature of the stories
(which are a collection of pulp stories that Hubbard did early in his career), including the 'database' which was a filing cabinet full
of shirtsleeves with writing on them. I completely forgot to bring up the alien known as Hippocrates, who is Methuselah's surgical
assistant.
The discussion turned to other fun stuff and we eventually wrapped up at 9:55 as the Borders staff were wrapping up. A fun time
was had by all. Next month: Robert Louis Stevenson with the featured title of The Strange Case of Doctor Jeckyll and Mr. Hyde.
Films to Come – Wednesday, May 21
Moderator: Barry Weinberger
Recap by: Ann-Marie
Once again our intrepid moderator survived the onslaught and managed to educate the disenfranchised about film, TV and
current goings-on in the entertainment industry. Big time kudos.
The evening began at Anthony Franco's at our moderator's suggestion. Nice change of pace and a nice dinner (even though
Chris held us up with his order as we all starved). After dinner, it was off to Borders.
Peter and Taras provided movie posters (Indiana Jones, Hulk and Hancock - thank you both) that were placed out on the table for
grabs.
The meeting opened with Barry discussing a few books he had brought over to the table, quickly followed by the elephant in the
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room - Indiana Jones. Discussion about the anticipation of the latest installment, the previous films, the order of the previous films
and the years each was supposed to have taken place were all talked about.
Conversation moved to who had seen what films and whether or not they were liked, recommended, etc. Iron Man seemed to be
the film the majority enjoyed and recommended. The cameo of an Iron Man character in the very soon to be released Hulk movie
was intriguing to many. Even scarier than mention of Masters of Horror was the rousing song renditions of 5 superhero theme
songs (Iron Man, Thor, Spiderman, Hulk and Sub-Mariner). Interesting to find out Barry could sing in bass. Joining the singalong - Thom, Craig, Todd, Mike P.
Next we went through a list of current releases and upcoming releases (May - June). Descriptions of the films preceded the name
of the film. A few of the movies discussed: Son of Rambow, Savage Grace, Redbelt (both Peter & Tara's liked this Mamet film),
Chronicles of Narnia: Prince Caspian, Chris Bell's Bigger, Stronger, Faster (apparently the tagline states this movie will make you
change your mind about steroids. Todd pointed out that most people have negative feelings about steroids so would the movie
then make you approve of them, to which Peter remarked, "but they make you bigger, stronger, faster, what's not to like?" - he
actually said the whole sentence before laughing!), The Strangers (Gene might like this one, a favorite actress of his gets beat
up), The Incredible Hulk, Kung Fu Panda, Encounters at the End of the World, Wall-E, and The Mother of Tears. Many others
were mentioned, too many to list.
It was fast approaching closing time, so we grabbed our posters, cleaned up and headed out to the diner. Conversation
continued. Some topics were what we're currently watching on TV, "weed" TV and assorted other oddities. Most of us had a
good time, enjoyed the company and completely enjoyed the meeting. Thorough, engaging and fun - you had to be there for the
Sylvester Stallone impersonation. (Ann-Marie)
Thanks, everyone, for the entertaining discussion last night.
When Barry asked me to speak about Argento, I was caught off guard and I don't know how articulate I was (that will teach me to
complain about movies that he's left off his list ;) ).
Anyhow, here are some reviews of those DVDs due out on Tuesday that can perhaps shed some light on why I've always been
such a big fan but also why I can fully understand why others might not be...to see the rest of the review, please visit the link
below:
MORE of both reviews, plus Frontier(s) and other stuff at:
http://firefox. org/news/ articles/ 1513/1/DVD- ReviewsThis- SpringsNotable-Horror- and-Thriller- Releases/ Page1.html
(Peter)
Modern Masters - Friday, May 23
Moderator: Todd Ehrenfels
Title: Off Armegeddon Reef by David Weber
Recap by: Aubrey Ward
David Weber's 700+ page masterpiece starts off with Earth successfully going where no man has gone before. On one of these
daring expeditions the Earthlings encounter a new race called the Gbaba. It's safe to assume that the Gbaba do not share E.T.'s
pacifist beliefs. Actually, these aggressive peoples really have a kick for eradicating whole civilizations. And guess which species
is next on the list?
Anyway, while the humans send armies to fight the Gbaba they also try to find new ways to keep their species alive such as
colonizing new planets. Sure, packing up and moving further south sounds like the logical thing to do but there's a hitch. When the
humans start creating high-end technology, the sparkly gadgets attract the Gbaba and "poof".... another colony bites the dust.
Solution: mindwipe the humans so they don't remember how to make rockets, lasers and Blu Ray players. Then give them
"supervisors" that watch over the colony and ensure its' survival by limiting the tech developed on the planet. The cruder the tech,
the more likely the Gbaba will pass them over which means the people in the colony will live longer. However, at such and such
time the supervisors will lift the ban on ancient tech and teach the humans how to develop more advanced inventions.
Snag In Solution: The leaders get drunk with power and dub themselves archangels (gee, even on another planet humans are still
humans). They create their own church and establish some pretty restrictive laws. The archangels have also decided that any
new tech created must be approved by their Church of God Awaiting. New products that do not go through the patent process are
labeled as heretical and the inventor is put to death.
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Ooh, and the church also has a watchdog group called The Inquisition whose sole purpose is to snoop on their neighbors and rat
them out when they do something.... sacrilegious.
The guys in charge of the colonization project were prepared if their supervisors did something contrary to the gameplan..... such
as dub themselves descendents of heaven. The officials had an android hidden on the planet. The android would awaken to
succeed in the mission where the others had failed. The android on this mission is a female named Nimue.
The android transforms into a male and takes the name Merlin. Eventually, he/she (she/he?) goes to the neighboring merchant
colony called Charis, becomes the mentor to the young prince of Charis, and through the young king-to-be Merlin establishes
a Charis-ian navy that will hopefully crush the dictatorship of the archangels.
Anne Marie (Venus was her name...) felt the novel was a bit reminiscent of universe created in The Outer Limits episodes "Quality
of Mercy" & "Light Brigade". Barry, on the other hand, felt the story was a bit like the defunct sci-fi series "Space: Above &
Beyond".
After the hearty discussion we all retreated to the Borders cafe for some light talk and heavy desserts.
Themes Of The Fantastic - Tuesday, May 27
Moderators: Bill Wagner & Steve Spinosa
Topic: Revolts, Revolutions, and Rebellions
Recap by: Steve Spinosa
Once again our intrepid group met to discuss Rebellions & Revolutionaries. I cited Robert Heinlein's The Moon Is A Harsh
Mistress as the first example, with computer repairman Mannie Davis leading a rebellion on the moon's penal colony against the
Lunar Authority. Grand Duke Taras then cited another Heinlein story; Revolt in 2100,which deals with America under the rule of a
theocracy. Other works of literature cited include: George Orwell's Animal Farm & 1984(Chuck G.), White Lotus (Brian), Eight O'
Clock In The Morning (Grand Duke Taras), Michael Flynn's Country of the Blind (Steve Rubin), & Dune (your humble moderator,
with Master Bill pointing out that "Muad'dib" the name bestowed on Paul Atreides, comes from the "Modhy" from the film
Khartoum). Movie examples cited included Brazil (Ana), The Birds (based on Daphne DeMaurier's short story-Chuck G), Modern
Times with Charlie Chaplin (Brian), Metropolis, Red Dawn, The Terminator, & Flash Gordon (Jo). Barry mentioned the Disney
cartoon short Ben and Me, about a mouse who helps Ben Franklin during the early Independence period, as well the Civil War
thread in recent comics (which deals with superheroes rebelling against government. Tom contributed the TV series Blake's 7 &
the TV movie Amerika, where the USSR takes over the USA in a bloodless coup. Other TV series cited include The Invaders
(Master Chris H.), The Prisoner (Kathy Holusha, who FIRMLY BELIEVES that the Prisoner is John Drake [of Danger Man/Secret
Agent]!!!), Star Trek episodes (Steve Rubin), Babylon 5,V (the series) and, of course, the cartoon masterwork Pinky And The
Brain!!! We also touched on Ayn Rand's Anthem (Master Todd), the Narnia Chronicles (Ann-Marie), and Bill made the case for a
Burroughs story Under the Red Flag that was split into The Moon Maids & The Red Hawk. Todd made the case for Ken
McCloud's The Star Fraction, and Barry closed the proceedings by asking if the Beatles' sound collage Revolution#9 a science
fiction piece. The question was not resolved. Next month our topic will be Mad Scientists & Campy SF. Should be fun, so we'll see
y'all then!!!
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Special Activity
The SFSNNJ Special Activity guest E.J. Rand led a delightful discussion Friday, May 18 at Borders. Mr. Rand, author of the
Reluctant Sleuth series of mysteries, was a bright spot on a dreary, rainy night.
Mr. Rand started his discussion at 8pm by talking about his beginnings in writing, believe it or not, he's retired and this keeps him
busy! Ed actually began his career in business. He attended University of Pennsylvania' s Wharton School with Industrial
Management major. After graduation he bounced around - in the USN, as a destroyer officer on the USS Wadleigh (DD— 689).
Yet writing always beckoned him.
Life then led to a position as senior VP of a NYSE management consulting company and then senior VP at a public relations
company. Marriage, kids, divorce and other assorted "life" kept him busy but not writing. Then, finding a soul mate later and
taking a chance on a writing contest led to his being published. Winning Deadly Ink Press' 2007 David G. Sasher, Sr. Best
Unpublished Thriller Novel Award paved the way. E.J. Rand is now a member of the International Thriller Writers, the Mystery
Writers of America, and the Romance Writers of America.
His series, the Reluctant Sleuth, begins with Say Goodbye and introduces the reader to Gary and Becca Kemmerman. The
series shows how the characters evolve - from meeting, to marriage and in between a whole bunch of mayhem. Drive-by
shootings, deadly cruises, topless beaches... ...he had us hooked. Say Goodbye is followed by Perfect Cover (coming 12/08) and
Higher Calling (follows Perfect Cover). We also were treated to details about a fourth book.
Mr. Rand also spoke a lot about the editing process, publishing and provided many useful and helpful tips for aspiring writers. He
happily shared tips and offered names of editors and writing workshops. Very classy and helpful. Remi, of course, was the first
one to grab a book and hog the autographs, closely followed by Todd (Remi's good though, she even beat Todd).
Mr. Rand wrapped up by telling us not to give up on a dream of writing, but to be aware that it is a difficult field. He also told us he
would be happy to come back in the fall/early 2009 to Suspense Central to discuss his books with us! Very cool!

SFSNNJ MEMBERS OUT AND ABOUT
Extracurricular Special Event launch party for The Del Rey Book of Science Fiction & Fantasy edited by Ellen Datlow
Last night I traveled to lower Manhattan and the South Street Seaport's Melville Gallery for the New York Review of Science
Fiction Reading series as they presented an Extracurricular Special Event launch party for The Del Rey Book of Science Fiction &
Fantasy edited by Ellen Datlow, which was to feature readers Richard Bowes, Carol Emshwiller and Barry N. Malzberg. I was
warmly harassed, er greeted, at the door by WBAI Hour of the Wolf host Jim Freund as well as Ellen herself. Others in
attendance were former SF Chronicle editor Andy Porter and SFSNNJ yahoo group member Mark Blackman.
Ellen discussed the book and read the introduction printed below. Jim made the introductions, and writers Carol Emshweler and
Richard Bowes read their stores. Barry Malzberg called in the middle of it all, saying he had been stuck in the line up for the
Lincoln Tunnel for over an hour (he was coming form Teaneck) and was going to be a no show.
A group of 15 retired for dinner to a nearby Irish Pub where we were joined by SFSNNJ yahoo group member Susan (Vodka
pasha). A fun time was had by all
Or at least until I got to 168th street when the A train stopped for track work and I waited forty minutes for the "shuttle" to show
up.
from the reading announcement:
Richard Bowes has published five novels, the most recent of which is From the Files of the Time Rangers. The novel Minions of
the Moon won a Lambda Award. His stories have appeared in The Magazine of Fantasy and Science Fiction, SCI FICTION and
elsewhere. The novella "Streetcar Dreams" won a World Fantasy Award. His story "There’s a Hole in the City" won the story
South 2006 Million Writers Award for Fiction. His most recent short fiction collection, Streetcar Dreams and Other Midnight
Fancies, was published by PS Publications in England in 2006.
Richard has lived for most of his life in Manhattan. Several of his recent stories have taken place downtown in the Greenwich
Village and east village of his youth, places that have changed drastically over the past thirty years but that live on, forever
memorialized by Bowes’vivid imagination.
Carol Emshwiller is the author of six novels and more than 100 short stories. Her short work has appeared in numerous
anthologies and magazines, and has been collected in several volumes, most recently in I Live With You. In her career spanning
five decades, she has won the Nebula Award, the World Fantasy Award, and the Philip K. Dick Award. In 2005, she was
presented the World Fantasy Award for Life-Time Achievement. Her most recent novel, The Secret City, was published in 2007.
Barry N. Malzberg has written more than 40 science fiction novels and 250 short stories since his first publication in Galaxy
Magazine in l967. He won the John W. Campbell Memorial Award for his 1972 novel, Beyond Apollo. Malzberg has also written
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extensively about the field of science fiction itself, both in novels (Herovit's World, about a discouraged science fiction writer) and
essays collected in The Engines of the Night (Locus Award, l982). He has also written mysteries and suspense novels (some in
collaboration with Bill Pronzini) and several novels for the Olympia Press.
Ellen Datlow was editor of SCI FICTION, the multi award-winning fiction area of SCIFI.COM, for almost six years, the editor of
Event Horizon: Science Fiction, Fantasy, and Horror for one and a half years, and fiction editor of OMNI for over seventeen years.
She has edited or co-edited over fifty reprint and original anthologies, including the horror half of the ongoing The Year’s Best
Fantasy and Horror. Her most recent are Inferno, The Coyote Road (with Terri Windling), and of course, The Del Rey Book of
Science Fiction and Fantasy. Her next original anthology, Poe: 19 New Tales of Suspense, Dark Fantasy, and Horror Inspired by
Edgar Allan Poe, will be out next January.
She has won eight World Fantasy Awards, The International Horror Guild Award, the Locus Award for Best Editor in 2005,
2006,and 2007 and the Hugo Award for Best Editor in 2002 and 2005. In addition, SCIFICTION won the Hugo Award for best
Web site in 2005 as well as the Wooden Rocket award as best online magazine for 2005. Ellen was named recipient of the 2007
Karl Edward Wagner Award, given at the British Fantasy Convention for "outstanding contribution to the genre." She has taught at
the Clarion, Clarion West, and Clarion South writing workshops plus other, less formal workshops.
Balticon Comings and Goings
Traveled to Baltimore area science fiction convention, or Balticon, on Friday May 23rd. While on South bound I 95 somewhere in
Delaware or Maryland I came upon this very strange contraption, which is the back end of a cargo van which had been slice in
half and turned into a one axle trailer!! The front end, when I sped up to pass it, was the very back end of another van, cut off and
welded on, giving you a trailer with two sets of back doors!!
While driving home on Sunday 5/25 on north bound 295 in New Jersey, I saw the same vehicle again. What are the odds!!
And the other is the license plate of a Toyota parked in the lot at the Hunt Valley Inn, the site of the convention. Hybrid of Dune?
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Peter Gutierrez
From Genre Fan to Genre Distributor: An Interview
with Rob Hauschild
By Peter Gutierrez
Every time I start to suspect that my taste in movies
is, well, suspect, I recall Wild Eye Releasing’s Rob
Hauschild. I’m about as edgy as a four-year-old
watching Wiggles DVDs compared to him. Perhaps
Rob’s misspent youth in Jersey suburbia (he now
resides in J.C.) is what gave him his grounding in the
bizarre. Back in the ‘90s he was the editor of the
movie fanzine VeX. Talk about eclectic. One issue
there’d be an interview with Hollywood legend Robert
Wise and the next issue there’d be an article about
how to make a Giant Monster movie. I guess it
makes sense, then, that these days Rob runs Wild
Eye with a fan’s enthusiasm, a cineaste’s eye, and an
old pro’s hard-won knowledge of the industry.
Recently I attended the world premiere of Wild Eye’s
new film, Blitzkrieg, an experience in the abject and
the amusing that I am not apt to forget. A decade ago
its director, Keith Crocker, made The Bloody Ape,
which is a kind of exploitation version of The Murders
in the Rue Morgue and Wild Eye’s other big release
this summer. On June 13 (it’s a Friday, of course)
Wild Eye is presenting a night of grindhouse trailers
and the super-rare horror flick Curtains (1983) at New
York’s Pioneer Theater; and later in the summer
festival screenings and limited theatrical runs of
Blitzkrieg are planned. And in the midst of all this,
Rob somehow found the time to sit down and answer
my questions.

Before now, I'd thought of Wild Eye primarily in
terms of horror, but now, with Blitzkrieg and, to a
lesser extent, The Bloody Ape, it seems that
you're venturing into exploitation. Does that
mean you're open to distributing a range of
genres, or do horror and exploitation just kind of
go hand-in-hand for you?

form of professional and creative suicide to stick to
one genre, as my own taste and that of the public
reflects a broader range of interest in films. And
many films that defy genres or only touch on horror
and exploitation deserve just as much attention and
care in release and re-examination. Of course, that
said, exploitation and horror hold a very large part of
my heart, and I will always gravitate towards them on
a personal level. But what Wild Eye has allowed me
to explore is the full spectrum of cinematic offerings
available and given me the position of curator, where I
can step outside of my own personal taste and work
on releasing films that have broader appeal yet still
speak to me as a wide-eyed fan of many genres.
Along the same lines, Wild Eye had previously
focused on DVD releases but with Blitzkrieg
you're in theaters, too. Is that an exception to the
rule or do you see your company doing more
theatrical going forward?
Well, theatrical will always depend on the film itself,
and it's now something we have learned to do and
can in the future, but at the micro-level of filmmaking
we are immersed in, theatrical is icing on the cake.
It's a wonderful support system to DVD and other new
methods of getting a film to the fans because the
communal aspect of watching a film in a theater
cannot be replaced in any other way. And as long as
there are small, independent theaters who are brave
and willing to support small, offbeat works, we will
always consider theatrical as one way to promote and
share what we have planned with moviegoers.
Please tell us more about Keith Crocker and why
you were motivated to work on two projects with
this filmmaker. Is this kind of close relationship
with an indie auteur the sort of thing Wild Eye
would like to foster more of, or is this just a happy
one-shot?
No, the relationship Wild Eye has with Keith Crocker
is a model for what Wild Eye aspires to, becoming the
champion of a unique and interesting filmmaker's
vision and running with it, even if it bucks the system
or defies explanation. This is why in the future we will
head down some non-horror or exploitation roads—
but the vision is the important part, and again it's
much like an art gallery in that there is a relationship
we attempt to establish with the artist, and not just
release what can make a quick buck or what we can
get our hands on because there is no shortage of
films being made. It's the connection with a filmmaker
that is more interesting and creatively rewarding to
me.

It's certainly a little of both— I believe it would a small
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someone who has not seen Blitzkrieg. But there has
been a tremendous amount of interest and support for
the film despite the subject matter— mostly because it
has been 25+ years since a filmmaker has attempted
to tackle this genre, and secondly because of Rob
Zombie's mock trailer in the movie GRINDHOUSE for
the 'Werewolf Women of the SS,' his spoof of the
genre. I think Zombie's trailer opened up discussion
and interest in the Nazisploitation genre again, which
was applied to Blitzkrieg. And I think the important
part to understand is that Blitzkrieg is a send-up of the
genre, it is not a Nazi torture porn as many will
expect— there are scenes of extreme gore and
exploitation, but the manner in which Keith Crocker
delivers is often tongue-in-cheek and designed to
evoke the utter ridiculousness of both the genre and
war itself. This is a Nazi film that real Nazis would not
enjoy in the least, as they are made fools of and of
course get what's coming to them in spades.
I'm a huge fan of one of your earlier releases,
Crawlspace. Can you guide readers through the
process of how you unearthed a gem like that,
found a decent print of it, secured the rights, and
so on?

And Keith Crocker is a perfect example of this. I have
known Keith for over ten years, as we were both
publishing film fanzines in the ‘90s (he, Exploitation
Journal, myself, VeX). I had actually interviewed Keith
for one of my issues when he completed The Bloody
Ape, and we have been friends ever since. When I
became involved in Wild Eye, Keith was just filming
Blitzkrieg and planned on releasing it himself, but as
we talked and his vision came closer to completion, it
just naturally evolved into a support system. I wanted
Wild Eye to support what he was doing outside the
system to bring his films to the surface, as he
deserves it and in that he
is the type of outsider artist that not only makes for an
interesting partner in business, but also who is saying
something different that blurs the genre lines.
“Outside the system” is putting it mildly. To date
have you encountered any resistance to the fact
that you're dealing in a Nazisploitation flick, either
from critics or from theater owners? Or is it
pretty clear in these post-modern times that
Blitzkrieg has more to do with a '70s subgenre
than with the historical Third Reich?

Well, I cannot take full credit for Crawlspace or the
'TV Movie Terror Collection' that Wild Eye released.
As I was beginning the seeds of a small DVD label,
there were some film collectors I knew who were
already doing some DVD work and I brought my set
of skills to what they were
doing, and it eventually all moved over to Wild Eye.
That’s where the TV movie collection came from, so
those films were already in production, the prints
secured and so on. My role was mostly a service
deal— to package and market them for the industry,
and it helped that I grew up in front of the television
weekly watching these films and being scared out of
my mind, so I have a built-in love for the made-fortelevision films of the 1970s and would love to revisit
that genre full-force someday with Wild Eye, as there
are hundreds of them that need to be released. The
drawback of the television films is that the studios are
reluctant to believe that there is a market for them, but
they are very mistaken— the response has been
incredible and there is an army of fans out there
waiting for these forgotten gems to resurface.
(Text copyright © 2008 Peter Gutierrez. Box art
and logo copyright © 2008 Wild Eye Releasing.)

Oh, yes, there has been some door-slamming, some
idle threats and some resistance from critics to even
watch the film, sometimes magazines or websites
passing around the movie to find someone who dares
put it in their DVD player. To a degree is
understandable and not without sound reasoning from
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Cover to Cover (book review): Road to
Hell by Aubrey Ward
Just finished "Road To Hell" by the divine Jackie
Kessler and I gotta tell y'all that this is one of the
most bestest and most funnest books I have ever
read.....EVAH!
"Road To Hell" is the sequel to the equally smashing
first book of the series, "Hell's Belles". Book 2 finds
Jesse still a mortal, still working the poles (but at a
different strip club), and still loving that chivalrous cop
Paul. One night after a successful private dance,
Jesse sees one of her fellow dancers with a hunky
man. Jesse realizes that the man is possessed by a
demon. Jesse saves her friend from the demon's
scheme, which ticks off the darned one, and he
attacks Jesse.
During the skirmish Jesse learns that Hell's new
manager is pulling some crazy stunts like hiring
angels to act as seducer demons and ordering
demons to encourage humans to sin. Our beloved
"former" succubus survives the battle but the war is
far from over. Demons from her past (literally) come
back into Jesse's life to convince her to return to
the land of fire and brimstone.
Can Jesse truly avoid an all expense paid trip back
to Dante's Playground? Will her relationship with Paul
survive all this weird demonic activity? Does Daunuan
think about anything other than sex?
Ooh, the suspense!
I can tell you that "Road To Hell" is a wonderful
continuation of Jesse's journey into "mortalhood".
She's learned a lot about her new self but in this book
she will uncover even more secrets about her "soulful"
being. Along with returning characters such as mad
Queen Lilith, helpful witch Caitlin Harris and of
course the always charming Daunuan we also
get introduced to some new faces like "succubus in
training" Angel and the new ruler of Hell, Michael.
Kessler totally dazzled me again with
her compelling story and her witty writing style. If
you're looking for a good book that's equivalent
to eating your favorite dessert while snuggling in bed
clad in your favorite sleepwear and bunny
slippers.....this is the one. Enjoy!

Film Reviews
IRON MAN: He *does* have a heart – Gene
McGrath

This tin man has a heart. Unlike the hapless
woodsman of Wizard of Oz fame, Iron Man comes
equipped with an awesome heart. And trust me, Iron
Man's heart is indescribably more advanced than that
clunky clock that the so-called "wizard" endowed
upon the Tin Man. But enough with the metaphorical
cardiac parallels between Tony Stark and Hickory (the
Tin Man's Kansas alter-ego.)
Let's get on with this review. Marvel Studios and
director Jon Favreau provide what I feel is an
engaging, mostly believable re-telling of Iron Man's
legend. At this point, let me admit that I am wholly
unfamiliar with the original comic book and its origin
story. (I only have vague memories of the cheesy
Grantray-Lawrence "animated" series from the 1960's
with that catchy song: "Tony Stark, makes you feel,
he's a cool exec with a heart of steel! As Iron Man,
all jets ablaze, he's fightin' and slightin' with repulsor
rays!") Thus, there's no direct way for me to predict
the reaction of fanboy comic book purists to this
incarnation. Any and all guesses on that front are
welcome from better-qualified sources than me.
Speaking as a generalist comic book fan that didn't
read Iron Man, I enjoyed this film. Both the acting and
the visual effects were very good. I thought there
were acting chops a-plenty among the cast. Robert
Downey Jr. is quite convincing as the debonair, slick,
uber-cool tycoon. And true to the character, he has
the technical know-how to back up his swaggering.
Gwyneth Paltrow is genuinely alluring as Virginia
"Pepper" Potts, the fiery redhead executive assistant
who holds a torch for her CEO boss like Lady Liberty
herself. And I find her casting as the "Marvel loveinterest chic" in this film more inspired than say,
Kirsten Dunst as MJ in Spider Man. I think Ms.
Paltrow is prettier than Ms. Dunst, a slightly better
actor and, quite frankly, makes a better redhead. As
Mr. Stan Lee says, " 'Nuff Said." (Be sure to watch for
Mr. Lee's obligatory cameo.) Now, just a brief mention
of the rest of the principal cast. I was impressed with
the barely recognizable Jeff Bridges as Obadiah
Stane. His acting skills shine through his "chunky
Patrick Stewart Professor X" look. And lastly castwise, Terence Howard is admirable as Lt. Colonel
James Rhodes.
To wrap up, Iron Man is great comic book action film
(the airborne scenes and battle scenes between Iron
Man and Iron Monger weren't "cartoony" at all) with a
strong cast and an engaging story.
My Grade: AP.S. WHATEVER YOU DO, DO *NOT*, I REPEAT,
DO *NOT* LEAVE THE THEATER until after *all* the
credits. Seriously, you don't want to miss the one
quick last scene featuring a very cool surprise cameo.
That's all I can say without spoiling it for you.
--------------------------------------------------------------------Iron Man – Chris Hasselkus
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As I had mentioned, I read the novelization by Peter
David before seeing the film. It could have been
tightened up a bit, but overall, pretty good. Robert
Downey, Jr., definitely carries the film - Terence
Howard, Gwyenth Paltrow and Jeff Bridges are all
good, but secondary. My score: B+.
---------------------------------------------------------------New Moon Comics Iron Man Outing - Todd
Spoiler alert!
Several brave souls joined Rob, Thom, and myself for
a really enjoyable outing to go see Marvel's newest
page to screen leap: Iron Man. I have to say that I
went into this with pretty high hopes, and I was not
disappointed. I have not enjoyed a superhero film this
much since the first Fantastic Four film, and I think
that the entire project was excellent from top to
bottom.
Acting: Great performances by every single one of the
principals. Robert Downey Jr. was totally believable
and sincere in the role, and I think that this is one of
his best performances since Chaplin (although I feel a
bit strange comparing Tony Stark to Charlie Chaplin).
Paltrow was excellent as Pepper Potts, but I think that
the second stand out performance in this film is Jeff
Bridges. Bridges was a completely believable
scumbag play Obediah Stane (I was worried that I
was going to see some traditional Jeff Bridges-isms,
but he was totally absorbed in the character). I think
that Bridges was really relishing the chance to play
outside of type. This was not a Big Lebowski or
Fabulous Baker Boys role, this was a rare moment for
Mr. Bridges to play an unbelievably vicious, conniving
SOB, and I think that he really enjoyed the change of
pace (his villains previous to this have generally been
more of the psychopathic nutter than the ruthless
sociopath).
Writing: I figured that they probably used all of the
best lines in the trailers and commercials, but I totally
underestimated Favreau's team. The dialog was crisp,
realistic, witty, and clever, and the plot itself made a
great deal of sense. There were a few very clever and
subtle sleight of hands done by the writing team, and I
applaud them for their ability to make things fairly
obvious to the audience while still keeping it real and
pulling out surprises. Unfortunately, the trailers,
teasers, and spoilers gave away some of the better
concealed plot threads. If I had not known ahead of
time that Obediah Stane was the villain, I would have
actually suspected Jim Rhodes (mainly due to the
multiple coincidences involved in Stark's time in
Afghanistan early in the film and his posture on
Stark's return). I also liked that there were a lot of
references to The Count of Monte Cristo in his scenes
in captivity.
Direction: Jon Favreau proves once again that he has
all the makings of one of the best mainstream
directors of modern cinema. While I love Terry Gilliam

and Ridley Scott for their brilliant and innovative
works, Favreau's films are always easily accessible,
fun to watch, well crafted, and contain a great degree
of subtlety if you know what to look for. Unlike some
directors (Uwe Boll), Favreau knows how to get the
most from his ensemble cast, and the fact that this
was a really well done ensemble piece is what makes
it great. Even the positional blocking in the scenes
was organic and well thought out - nothing seemed
staged or phony.
Production: OK, I have to talk about the special
effects for a few moments, because this was a high
effects film. Luckily, Favreau has his head screwed on
right and understands that bigger is not always better.
Instead of going for hyper-realistic effects (which
actually look less realistic because they are so
obviously enhanced Mr. Bay), Favreau instead goes
for subtle effects that are there, but sort of fade into
the background. Everything looks natural and
realistic, and you never get that "oh, lordy, another
CGI moment" feeling like you might have had
watching the Star Wars prequels or some of the more
cartoony superhero films of the past few years.
In closing I would like to thank the production team of
Iron Man for putting forth a really well made, fun, and
exciting action-adventure film.
Rating: 9 out of 10
-------------------------------------------------------------------IRON MAN: Stay For The Credits! – Rob
Do not leave as the credits roll! Sit down and tell
everyone to sit as well - Trust me, you will not be
disappointed! !!
--------------------------------------------------------------------Iron Man – Ana Keveney
Brian and I just saw it!!!!!! Amen and then some,
amigo!
You go, Gwyneth/Pepper, for one of the best lines in
the movie, "Sometimes I even take out the trash." ;> And Robert Downey's not too long after; "I was
doing a piece for Vanity Fair." I was once a reporter.
I *never* slept with an interviewee. Totally uncool and
unprofessional, setting back honest workingwomen
everywhere, so to see the little @*&% (*not*
Gwyneth's character) put in her place was a very
savory moment for me, on every level.
--------------------------------------------------------------Iron Man – Steve Spinosa
So yesterday afternoon I had Jim drop me off at the
Clearview Parsippany 12 so I could see Iron Man.
The movie was well paced and the action scenes &
special effects were good, but these things were
offset by the plot, which, although engaging enough,
reinforced all the bad liberal stereotypes about
weapons manufacturers. The revelation that Obidiah
Stain (Jeff Bridges looking a lot like Jesse Ventura)
had engineered the kidnapping of Tony Stark to get
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him out of the way along with double-dealing arms to
the Afghani bad guys felt predictable. Early on in the
film there's a sequence where Tony Stark is "water
boarded" by the Afghanis after originally refusing to
make the Jericho missile for them. That could be
easily interpreted as an "America's chickens have
come home to roost" statement by filmmaker Jon
Favreau, which was objectionable to me. The scene
with Pepper taking out the old magnet and
placing the new one back in Tony's chest was a bit
implausible. On the other hand I liked the Stan Lee bit
& the use of the old Iron Man cartoon theme, along
with an instrumental version of the Black Sabbath
song at the end. So it's a mixed bag for me. I'll give it
a B. And yes, I saw the extra scene after the credits.
I'm sure all the Fan boys loved that!
Indy review by Susan
I'm not very good at giving reviews, but I would give
"Indy & the Crystal Skull" a B+. It seemed that
Harrison walked through the role... and the print I saw
was a bit washed out. Plus no extras after the
credits....
Indy review by Chris Ward
It still makes it (for me at least) a must see. Spielberg
on automatic pilot does quite well, especially since
"Empire of the Sun" which is where I think he really
began to understand what he could do, as opposed to
earlier efforts like "ET" which was fun to watch, but left
me feeling cheated at the end.
I think he did "War of the Worlds" because he wanted
to do the train sequence. He set up the scene, "told
the joke well" (I do not have the right words, since it
was not a joke) and the rest of the movie played out
according to the plot. In that case I think he hit the
target he was aiming at.
Indy 4, My review by Gene McGrath
Well, I'll say this film was decent, not pectacular. I
enjoyed spending more time with two of my favorite
characters, Indy and Marion. The quips were few and
far between, but still enjoyable. Mr. Ford did'nt appear
to put too much effort into this portrayal, but he may
so good an actor that the 'I'm tired and a bit too old'
attitude was genuinely intended. Karen Allen didn't
do too much for me in this one either, she wasn't
nearly as spunky as she was in Raiders, but once
again, this could be due to an intentional mellowing of
the character as a result of age. Mr. LaBeouf gives an
admirable performance, but the rest of the cast
merely stands in Indy's shadow for most of the time,
including veteran actor John Hurt.
The action sequences are fun and believable for the
most part. For a man of Indy's age, he (and Mr. Ford)
is in pretty darn good shape. As Indy himself quipped
in Raiders, 'It's not the years, honey, it's the mileage.'
There are chases, fun fistfights, and yes, bugs 'n'
monkeys!

Overall, I enjoyed the film. Good entertainment value.
Mr. Spielberg has still got it, when he wants to have it.
Grade: B.
And may I add, for you naysayer’s, the film is even
*better* the second time around. I really enjoyed it
more when I saw it again. It's a great Indy film with all
the Indy frills...
-----------------------------------------------------------------------Indiana Jones 4 by Chris Hasselkus
It's been a LONG time - 19 years to be exact. The
story was strange to say the least, but the film
certainly delivered the thrills. I found that
Iron Man was more believable. My score: B.
Indiana Jones & The Kingdom of The Crystal Skull
by Alan Polyniak
As we drove home my wife was already begging to go
see it again!
-----------------------------------------------------------------------Indian Jones 4 by Steve Spinosa
I just came back from seeing "Indy 4" and Gene &
Aubrey were right, Harrison Ford was VERY GOOD
as Doctor Henry "Indiana" Jones, Jr. He pulled off the
action scenes very well & I enjoyed the banter
between Indy & young Mutt (i.e. Henry the third),
especially Indy's attempts to set a good example for
his "son"(i.e. not allowing him to drink beer in the
soda shop, and telling him to finish school when he
finds out that he's the boy's father). I also liked the
banter between Indy & Marion too. The revelation of
"Mac" McGill as a traitor who sells out
to the commies for money was predictable (although
showing the KGB agents as U.S. Army soldiers
infiltrating the testing base inadvertently proves that
Joe McCarthy was right about commies in the army
(much to the current Russian governments dismayRight, Grand Duke Taras?). In short it was better then
the trailer led me to believe it would be. I'm now ready
to order & eat "crow" tomorrow night at the Majestic
before Themes!!!
-------------------------------------------------------------------Big Screen Classics - Rare Treat by Gene
For those of you who do not regularly attend BSC:
The audience in attendance today not only got to see
Chaplin's truly classic "City Lights" the best and only
way it should be seen (on the BIG SCREEN with a
LIVE, lively audience) BUT, we were also treated to a
screening of a RARE silent short: "KoKo's Earth
Control" - a 1928 silent cartoon by Max Fleischer that
was presented with LIVE Pipe Organ accompaniment
by Jeff Barker on the Mighty Wurlitzer!
Koko the Clown and his dog Fitz walk into a building
where levers that control various aspects of the Earth
are located. After Fitz pulls a particular lever - the
one-labeled "DANGER BEWARE, DO NOT TOUCH
EARTH CONTROL, if this handle is pulled the world
will come to an end." -high jinks ensue (to say the
least). Now this is what I call a true, early Sci-Fi
classic! It even includes some very cool live action
and animated special effects shots that would even
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impress you fans of "Armageddon" and
"Independence Day.”
Now, tell me folks, where else could you see this
short -a) on the big screen, and b) with LIVE Pipe
Organ accompaniment? Where, I ask ya???
NOWHERE BUT the Lafayette Theatre!
Though it's nowhere near as good as seeing on the
big screen with live Pipe Organ accompaniment, you
can find it on YouTube: simply type "Koko's Earth
Control” in the Search box, or follow this link:
http://www.youtube. com/watch? v=5ysCS1NB0zE

Taras’½-way Review
Indiana Jones 4
Finally saw it on the way back from Balticon. (Having
avoided reading any reviews until after!)
I made a point of not re-watching the first three
movies. For one thing, I wasn't particularly crazy
about them. For another, I figured I would enjoy this
film more if it didn't seem too familiar.
All in all, I was surprised to find that I may have
enjoyed this film more than any of the three previous
ones. One factor may have been that, being set in the
1950s, the filmmakers' source material was no longer
those crummy serials from the 1930s, but movies
from the 1950s. Not to mention that this is a period
Lucas and Spielberg and especially Ford must
actually remember.
If Ana was concerned about how Ford may have
aged, I was concerned about Karen Allen. In fact, she
looks real good (for a lady who is older than I am).
Maybe the secret is, she was never the model/sexpot
type of actress. It was always her personality (and her
grin) that was her main appeal, and she still has it.
Cate Blanchett manages to make her Soviet
Ukrainian villain oddly sympathetic. When she is
about to be eaten by army ants, I found I was
concerned for her -- instead of cheering on the ants.
The way they finished her off, I think the filmmakers
missed a chance at a great gag. The last shot should
have been Irina Spalko -- as a specimen in an
intergalactic zoo!
P.S.: On the political side, there's a little obligatory
McCarthyism- bashing in the beginning. But Lisa
Schwarzbaum of Entertainment Weekly demands
more political propaganda: "Any faint, interestingly
acrid whiff of commentary on 1950s political
conservatism -- and its application to our own era -- is
forcibly stamped out." It's likely that she is not the only
reviewer to mark the film down for being too anticommunist.

P.P.S.: Clever musical score. As Indy and Mutt cycled
their way through the university, I chuckled when I
heard Brahms' "Academic Festival Overture".
Chronicles of Narnia II: Prince Caspian - 4/4ths
review
The Pevensie children are called back to Narnia from
wartime England. To their surprise the palace they left
a year ago, by their reckoning, is an ancient ruin, and
they themselves have become a dimly remembered
legend of a golden age.
And the one who called them back is Prince Caspian
(Ben Barnes), the rightful but supplanted king of the
Telmarines, the people who, centuries before,
conquered and obliterated the kingdom of Narnia.
A darker tone than in the first film is established from
the start, as we witness the painful birth of a son to
Caspian’s usurping uncle (Sergio Castellitto) - and the
immediate flight of Caspian from assassins sent by
his uncle.
In a nice touch, the Telmarines are made to resemble
Spanish conquistadors, except with crossbows and
catapults instead of muskets and cannons.
In the struggle to restore the Narnians’rights the two
kings-in-waiting, Caspian and Peter Pevensie (William
Moseley), clash over strategy and tactics, with tragic
effects. Meanwhile, young Lucy Pevensie (Georgie
Henley) insists she has glimpsed the great lion, Aslan
Well-written and acted throughout. Peter Dinklage is a
standout as a, well, dwarf. Also Eddie Izzard as the
voice of Reepicheep, the swashbucklingest mouse in
all Narnia.
Redbelt - 4/4ths review
Idealistic jiu-jitsu instructor (Chiwetel Ejiofor) rescues
a movie star (Tim Allen) in a bar fight. That is only the
beginning of his troubles. By the end he will lose
much -- and win much, too.
Excellent fight film written and directed by David
Mamet, with the able support of members of his
acting company, like Joe Mantegna and Ricky Jay.
Also, Emily Mortimer is good as a troubled attorney
Ejiofor helps.
Persepolis - 4/4ths review
Marjane Satrapi’s excellent animation of her
acclaimed graphic novel about her life, growing up in
revolutionary Iran and Vienna.
The first part of the film is superb, as we see the fall of
the Shah and the rise of the Islamic republic through
the eyes of a precocious little girl. Later, less
interesting -- I simply did not care about a young
Iranian woman’s romantic entanglements.
But we still get an idea of what Iran turned into. As
Satrapi puts it in a classroom outburst, where the
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Shah had 3000 political prisoners, the Islamic
Republic has 300,000.
In an election year, this film serves as a reminder of
what happens when we elect the wrong President.
Because the Islamic Republic of Iran, now feverishly
working toward nuclear weapons, is the one part of
Jimmy Carter’s legacy his successors were unable to
undo.

Second Hand Review by Aubrey Ward
Indiana Jones & The Kingdom of The Crystal Skull
It's 1957 and Indiana Jones (Harrison Ford) is forced
to help some Russian spies acquire a special item
from Area 51. After narrowly escaping, the "anti-Red"
US government suspects Indy to be a possible ally
of the Communist Party despite his glowing military
accolades. Before Indy can leave for fairer pastures a
young greaser named Mutt Williams (Shia LaBeouf)
delivers news that Indy's old friend Professor Oxley
(John Hurt) is missing. The old professor left a clue
that revealed his quest for the Crystal Skull and the
mythical land connected with it, Akator. Now, Dr.
Jones will have to return the Skull to its rightful place,
save his old friend, and beat the Russians to the
ancient city. Indy will uncover more secrets than he
ever dreamed on his journey to the Kingdom of the
Crystal Skull.
I think, like a lot of Indiana Jones fans, I was very
skeptical and worried about Harrison Ford getting
back in the saddle, so to speak. Hey, Ford is a great
actor and a sci-fantasy legend but Indiana Jones is
about more than emoting and comic timing. Being
Indy means some intense physical stunts. Stunts that
I was worried Ford wouldn't be able to handle. And
with LaBeouf cast would this mean that Ford would
ride in the back seat while LaBeouf took over all the
action (and the screen time and possibly even the
lead role, GASP!)?
And let's not forget how well Lucas did with his Star
Wars renaissance. Oh yes, all the fans are still thrilled
at how immaculate those prequels were. Would Indy
suffer the same mediocre treatment in this fourth
installment?
Well, I gotta tell ya I have seen "Indy 4" myself and I
loved it. And no I was not bedazzled by all the pretty
effects or mesmerized by Shia's shlacked hairstyle.
"Kingdom of the Crystal Skull" successfully continues
the Indy tradition of excitement, adventure and humor.
The story is quite rich starting with the maturation of
Indy himself. The movie doesn't hide that Dr. Jones is
an old man. He's lived a long life and has gained a lot
of knowledge from his expeditions. On the other hand,
he looks at the picture of his departed father and

realizes how much he has lost along the way. No
family. No steady girlfriend. And after the events in
Nevada he doesn't even have a job or a homeland. It
might be said that he takes on the Akator hunt not just
to stick it to the "Reds" but also to save one of the few
genuine friends he has left in the world.
Then there's the Crystal Skull part of the plot that has
a twist to it that I never imagined would come up in an
Indiana Jones movie. Mummified pharaohs, cursed
scepters, lost cities of gold? Definitely! But when the
true origins of the Crystal Skull were revealed it was
kind of a jolt to me but as the story progressed I
started to like that angle. It isn't gimmicky. It's done in
a very smart way not in a "New and Improved Malibu
Stacy with a New Hat" way.
The hunt is classic Indy with excursions all over South
America. Prepare to return to those creepy looking
tombs, lush forests, ancient temples and raging
rapids. Look on as Indy deciphers aged maps,
drawings, and long lost dialects. And watch out for
those hair splitting bobby traps!
It's a good plot with a lot of fun facts and history that
brainiacs and good story hearers will enjoy. Or you
could just ignore all the history lessons and simply
follow the race to the temple and see who gets there
first.
The effects are great. Oh sure there are some digital
enhancements but the scales are thankfully tipped
towards those good old, live action practical effects
that the Indiana Jones series is famous for. Some of
the best scenes include a crazy motorcycle getaway
from KGB agents, an eye-popping car chase through
a South American jungle, and of course the harrowing
entry into the legendary Akator. The only sequence
that made me groan a little was Mutt's "swinging"
tribute to Tarzan. Other than that it was tasty
sandwich of tried and true stunt work along with a
slice of CG magics.
Now for the big question: How was Harrison Ford?
From what I saw......Indy was back. Yeah, his hair is
grey and his body isn't as toned as it was back in
"Temple of Doom" but he really is back. I liked that
Indy had aged just as a lot of his fans have aged and
matured. Oh sure, the old man cracks are in there
(literally and figuratively) but Ford successfully
delivers in the action department. Though he
obviously doesn't do all his own stunts he does
enough to shut up people like me who said he
couldn't do it. I was worried he couldn't do it either but
he did. And he did it very well.
And to really push the "age ain't anything but a
number “moral” Kingdom of the Crystal Skull brings
back one of Indy's old flames, Marion Ravenwood.
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Yep, that's Karen Allen back in the saddle, too. And
yes that's her getting all wet and dusty and cut up
along with everybody else. Though there's a small
part of me that wishes Willie Scott from "Temple of
Doom" was in the mix I'm just as thrilled that Allen
came back. Whether it's driving the get away car or
arguing with Indy, the return of Marion is sweet icing
on an already sinfully rich chocolate cake.

department there are others who would prefer to keep
it open by any means.
"Iron Man" is incredible. It transcends the
"blockbuster" label and proves yet again that with the
right script, cast, director and tasteful effects a comic
book can be made into a fine motion picture. How
much can I gush about this movie without giving all
the goodies away? I'll do my best but no promises.

And Botox free! You bettah work, Ms. Allen!!
Cate Blanchett plays the Russian agent Irina Spalko.
She is the agent who believes that the Crystal Skull
will lead to a source of great power. Power that will be
potent enough to take over the entire world.
Unfortunately for Dr. Jones, that means a lot of
unpleasant encounters since Spalko knows that
Jones is the only man that can help her find the lost
city. Blanchett is fun to watch as the tenacious and
driven mentalist who is also quite handy with a sword.
And how can I talk about Indiana Jones without giving
a pat on the back to John Williams. He's score is
brilliant as usual. Big, dramatic and thunderous. The
way an Indy score is supposed to be. You tell me if
that Indy theme blaring from the surround sound
doesn't give you goosebumps (or a sudden urge to
play with your old Masters of the Universe action
figures).
Have I said it all without saying too much? Yeah, I
think so. And surprise, surprise. Nothing for me to
complain about. Gasp!
My Grade: A+
The "A" is for the movie being so very good. The "+"
is for Harrison Ford who defied a lot of flack to once
again don the fedora and crack that whip. "The
Kingdom of The Crystal Skull" is a smart and
entertaining adventure movie as well as an excellent
new entry in the Indiana Jones movie series. Fans will
be relieved that Lucas and Spielberg have preserved
the "oomph" that made the original series so
legendary. And the uninitiated should come out
clamoring for DVD copies of the first three flicks. 2008
will be remembered for a lot of important things. One
of those things will be the triumphant return of Indiana
Jones.
Second Hand Review: Iron Man
After a Stark Industries weapon demonstration in
Afghanistan, Tony Stark (Robert Downey Jr.) is
apprehended by terrorists and forced to create a
weapon for them. With the help of fellow inmate
Yinsen (Shaun Toub) Tony instead creates an
armored suit that allows him to defeat his foes and
escape captivity. Once Tony returns to America he is
faced with the knowledge that his weapons are
causing more havoc than he realized. While Tony
strives to shut down Stark's weapons manufacturing

I'll start with the story, which is so balanced. It's
simple enough that a 3 year old can follow it but it's
got these complexities that brainiacs will enjoy picking
at. Most fan boys are familiar with the infamous tale of
Tony Stark building his first suit while in captivity and
the spirit of that harrowing escape is captured
brilliantly on film. Even though Iron Man liked to soar
through the air the plot was quite grounded in reality
and logic. It looked like Favreau and his writing team
took some cues from Bryan Singer and Sam Raimi's
teams. "Iron Man" is kept simple which makes it look
so elegant. And at about two hours the plot is given
enough time to flesh some things out such as the
"characters" behind the characters as well as the
evolution of Iron Man's suit (no 10 second montages
here, thankfully). The story is so good and the acting
is so on point that if Iron Man never showed I still
would've had a good time. The dialogue... ohmigosh.
Great dialogue. The actors must have had a ball with
this script and speaking of the actors....
Okay, I'm just gonna have to eat crow (please pass
the ketchup) and give Robert Downey Jr. his props.
Yes, in the beginning when he was announced as
"Tony Stark" I was up in arms that this supposedly
former drug addled performer was going to play a
superhero in a movie that a lot of kids were going to
see. Now I've seen the performance and now I'm
wondering who else could've pulled this off? Brendan
Fraser, perhaps? But anyway, Downey Jr. was an
excellent choice. Comedy, drama, action sequences;
he was the whole package. Whether he's playing
the swaggering billionaire jerk or the sympathetic dogooder sharing innermost thoughts with his assistant,
Downey Jr. will keep you riveted just as Hugh
Jackman did in "X-Men" and Ron Perlman did in
"Hellboy".
The rest of the cast....wow. Just excellent. Gwyneth
Paltrow, Jeff Bridges & Terrance Howard really put
the "support" in supporting cast. It's like they all sat
around and made a pact that they would give solid
and professional performances. No hamming. No
cheese. No fluff. You gotta see to believe the amazing
chemistry these guys have together. Ah, it's fantastic.
Favreau & Company also played it smart by not
relying on the effects to carry the movie. This is not a
laser light show. The effects are either subtle as
background stuff or more advanced such as the tech
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in Tony's lab or the flight fight with the military jets.
But the effects never, ever overshadow the story or
the performances. However, the fancy gadgets aren't
totally for props and scenery. You will adore the
scenes in the lab where Tony gets a little help from
his robotic friends while testing his new armor. A hoot
and a holler.
One other thing I gotta mention is that I enjoyed "Tony
Stark-Inventor" . I'm not big on making robots and
things but this movie made it look really interesting. I
don't know if it was the camera angles or the aroma of
butter topping in the air but I was getting a kick seeing
Tony tinker and solder and wire and test his creations.
When I really think about it it's sort of like Bruce
Wayne. Whether it's a cape or a helmet these two
guys are just using their noggins, their natural abilites
to make things better in the world and save lives. The
gadgets help but they're just tools. The real "power"
comes from their intellect and their compassion. What
a nice lesson for the kiddies, eh?
Where was I? Oh right, the geek treasures... ..
There were plenty of comic book continuity nods to be
found. Now, I'm not an Iron Man expert so I'm sure I
missed a bunch but I did catch a few such as a
certain Air Force pilot checking out one of Tony's suits
and promising that next time he'll have his chance.
Plenty more fanboy morsels where that came from.
Yummy yum yum!
No gripes. This movie is pretty dran flawless in my
book. I have absolutely nothing bad to say about this
movie.
My Grade: A+
"Iron Man" didn't just exceed my expectations. ....it
launched them to Jupiter. It's a solid film that blends
action, adventure, a little romance, drama, and a bit of
social commentary. A good story bolstered by
incredible performances from a stellar ensemble led
powerfully by Robert Downey Jr. If you love comic
book movies see "Iron Man". If you hate comic book
movies then you really gotta see "Iron Man". Funny,
intelligent, exciting and yes even touching. Gotta see
it to believe it. Enjoy!
The Chronicles of Narnia: Prince Caspian
On a starry evening a woman gives birth to the son of
Lord Miraz (Sergio Castellitto) . In order to bump his
son up the royalty ladder Miraz orders his guards to
knock Prince Caspian X (Ben Barnes) out of the
running...permanent ly. Caspian's tutor helps Caspian
escape but now it's up to Caspian to find a way to
defeat his uncle and reclaim his throne.
Meanwhile, the Penvensie siblings return to Narnia to
discover that things have changed a lot since they
returned to Earth. They discover that the Telmarines
(Caspian's people) took over the land and kicked the

Narnian creatures to the curb. United by a common
interest, the Penvensie clan and the prince team up to
lead the Narnians to victory against the oppressive
Telmarine rule.
"Prince Caspian" follows the sequel tradition of being
bigger and better. The first time it was all about Peter,
Susan, Edmund and Lucy (William Moseley, Anna
Popplewell, Skandar Keynes and Georgie Henley
respectively) overthrowing the White Witch and taking
their destined places on the Narnian throne. This time
there's a lot more activity and a lot more characters to
keep track of.
First we have Caspian who is thrust into a fight for his
life and then charged to lead a rebellion against his
uncle which kinda means he's gonna have to fight his
native people. There's "Unca" Miraz who is just
following the Telmarine way of gaining power through
any means. Evil or just misunderstood? The Narnians
are ticked enough as it is and who comes to their aid?
The four legendary rulers who ditched them 200 years
ago (in Narnian time, about a year in Earth time) and
a member of the opposition. And the Penvensie
children are going through their own individuals
issues.
Wait....scratch that. The two eldest Penvensie kids
are going through their own dramas while Edmund
and Lucy seem to have their heads on straight. So
there are plenty of things to captivate the audience for
the two hour running time.
Really loved the cast. The returning sons of Adam
and daughters of Eve are a sight for sore eyes. It's
basically the same giddiness I get whenever a new
Harry Potter film comes out. I simply get a kick
watching these kids grow up on screen. Especially
young Mr. Moseley who is transforming into quite the
heartthrob.
Speaking of hot guys, I gotta give a shout out to the
prince himself, Ben Barnes, who has romance novel
cover good looks coupled with a commanding screen
presence. Hey, LOTR worked out pretty well for
Orlando Bloom so I expect to see more of this hunkin-the- making very soon.
I was most impressed with Edmund who obviously
learned some valuable lessons from his last
adventure in Narnia. Actually, it seems that Peter has
taken on some of Edmund's less attractive personality
traits in this flick.
And then sparks really fly when the four young rulers
meet their "replacement" . Ooh, the tension between
High King Peter and future King Caspian is
electrifying. Intense and a blast to watch.
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Anyway, besides the major players are the excellent
supporting characters most notably the dwarves Peter
Dinklage (Trumpkin) and Warwick Davis (Nikabrik).
Warwick Davis is just one of those legendary scifantasy people I love to watch but Dinklage steals the
show with his sardonic exchanges with the other
characters especially Henley's "Lucy". Dinklage
basically takes the dwarf role and turns it on it's ear.
What a scenestealer.
Narnia's newest CG star is Reepicheep, leader of a
mouse clan that may be small in stature but are quite
formidable when it comes to swordplay. His intro was
priceless and he just kept on delighting me in scene
after scene.
I liked the Spanish/Italian nuances of the cinematic
Telmarines. I liked the assualt on the Telmarines royal
palace. I liked that Aslan doesn't appear until later in
the movie. I loved the final battle between the
Narnians and the Telmarines. Whoo, there is a major
surprise there that will blow you away. Actually one of
them will blow you away. The other surprise will just
bowl you over.
'phew' There is a lot to say about "Prince Caspian" but
if I gab anymore I'm gonna let loose some spoilers
and y'all know I hate spoiling surprises. The sequel is
great. My expectations are fully satisfied. Can't wait
for the third offering.
My Grade: A
Disney & Walden Media strike gold again with the
second Chronicles of Narnia movie, "Prince
Caspian". Reunite with your old friends Aslan and the
Penvensie children. Prepare to be charmed by new
characters like Prince Caspian, Reepicheep, and
Trumpkin. This movie is bigger and a tad more
intense than the first installment. Kids and adults will
love it. Scary, exciting, funny, clever, dramatic and
intense. If you're in need of a LOTR/Harry Potter
movie fix prepare for an exquisite high.
Speed Racer
Speed Racer (Emile Hirsch) dreams of becoming a
race car driver like his deceased older brother, Rex
Racer (Scott Porter). Speed catches the eye of Mr.
Royalton (Roger Allam) and he offers Speed a
chance to race for Royalton Inc. When Speed turns
down the proposal Royalton uses his corporate
influence to knock Speed out of the racing federation.
With the help of his family, girlfriend Trixie (Christina
Ricci) and the mysterious Racer X (Matthew Fox)
Speed hopes to not only reestablish himself in the
racing world but to also stop men like Royalton from
interfering with the sport.
"Speed Racer" is challenging for me to review.
Normally I am a major advocate for drawing movies
out. I like when the writer and director are given more
time to flesh out plot and characters because it

usually results in a richer theater experience. But
"Speed Racer" seemed perhaps a half hour too long.
While I appreciate (and I would think fans of the
anime would also appreciate) that a lot of time was
spent fleshing out every main character in the movie I
gotta be honest that I was secretly chanting for more
racing scenes.
Visually, this movie is wall to wall eye candy pumped
with enough color and sugar to keep you buzzed for
at least 8 hours after viewing. Race tracks aglow with
neon every-color, vibrant Crayola basics to depict The
Racers' suburban abode, and dazzling "how'd they do
that" shots of the city and Royalton's manufacturing
plant. You might wanna bring shades.
I also liked how some of the backstories were told in
background scenes such as the origin of Racer X. It
gives you all the information you need about that
character in a quick yet very informative way. Unless
you're blind. Then you might have some difficulty.
The races are very nice to look at. Imagine those
insane Hot Wheels tracks come to life with loop-deeloops, ice caverns, and even a trek up a Great Wallinspired course. I gotta admit that though the graphics
were glossy I did have some moments where I didn't
know what the heck was going on. There are scenes
where Speed is having some mid-air duel with
another vehicle and it was really challenging to to
keep track of who was doing what and where . Phew!
I found myself wishing for that pod race scene in "SW:
The Phantom Menace". Same concept but not as
visually confusing.
Okay, and the CG sets are actually done pretty well.
Even though the style leans more toward "cartoon
chic" there is a good sense of realism present. The
actors did a fine job interacting with their invisible
props. It wasn't as silly as I thought it would be and
I'm relieved.
Now for the shocker. While Mr. Hirsch is the star of
the show as the title character I actually found myself
wanting to hang out with his supporting co-stars. Oh,
let me count the ways. I missed John Goodman (Pops
Racer). Yeah, he's showing his age and yeah he's
lost a bit of weight but his presence is so....soothing.
Whether he's having a heart to heart with his son or
putting some ninja in a chokehold it's just really
wonderful to see "Dan Conner" back in action. I loathe
the term "MILF" so I'm gonna say that Susan
Sarandon's "Mom Racer" is a MILD (Mother I'd Like to
Date). Basically the heart (and flip) of Carol Brady but
the looks of...well, Susan Sarandon. Loved it!
Christina Ricci (Trixie) is way more than just Speed's
girlfriend. If you think Miss Trixie is relegated to just
chanting "Go Speed Go" from the bleachers get ready
to be pleasantly surprised. Ricci gives Trixie some
high octane independence and nerve while still
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remaining cute and girly. And she works that bob like
a pro.
Honorable mentions go to Matthew Fox as the
secretive secret agent Racer X and the comic duo of
Paulie Litt (Spritle, the youngest Racer son) and Willy
& Kenzie (Chim Chim). I also have to applaud
the movie's international flavor. Talent from all over
the globe (Japan, Italy, Britain, France, etc.) are
present in this movie giving the story a yummy global
scope that spices up the universe the film is set in.
And more bonus points awarded for the casting of
Hiroyuki Sanada as Mr. Musha. Ooh, may I have
seconds of him...please!
So why didn't "Speed Racer" blow my mind? Why did
I leave the theater in a ho hum funk? Aside from the
movie feeling a bit stretched I think I was also a little
concerned about the plot. Let me put it this way:
there's a scene where Mr. Royalton explains to Speed
the "truth" about car racing. That since the first race it
has been manipulated by large corporations to meet
their financial goals. Royalton goes into a whole spiel
about stock dividends and hostile takeovers and profit
margins. I'm looking around at the audience and do
you know what I see? Kids. I'm talking like 12 and
under sitting in front of me. There's a baby cooing in
the back of me. I think the movie creators at times
forgot that their pretty colortechnics in the trailers
would attract the little-uns. The corporate angle was a
good idea and works well in the movie but it should've
been more simplified.
It was like having a chat with The Achitect from
"Matrix Reloaded" all over again. Will those
Wachowski Brothers ever learn?
And here's a first.....I had issue with the score. I would
say that 100% of the time I'm cool with the music but
this score was a tad flat. Specifically in the racing
scenes. Where was the classic rock? Where was that
sumptuous bass bopping techno that was played
during the trailers? Most of the time the music was
good (and I like the revamped Speed Racer theme
courtesy of Ali Dee and The Deekompressors) but the
racing scenes, especially the final big race should
have had more edge.
My Grade: B
A good movie but not a great movie. Loved the
supporting cast and pretty visuals. I liked the
international flavor and the time given to flesh out
some key characters. On the other hand, it felt too
long and a little too complicated. Kids (and even some
adults like me) might start phasing out until the next
big race scene comes and pulls them back to
attention. A toss up movie: if you can see it, see it, but
you're not missing anything if you wait for the home
version.

Trailer Trash by Aubrey Ward
The Curious Case of Benjamin Button - The trailer
is really sketchy but from what I can tell the plot is
about a man that ages backwards or something like
that. If the movie is as trippy as the trailer then I'm all
in. Stars Brad Pitt and he's reunited with "Babel" costar Cate Blanchett. That woman is really working
hard for the money, ain't she? 12/19/08
Sorry but the only clip I could find was en espanol.
Paramount doesn't even have the English trailer yet.
Go figure.
http://video. google.com/ videoplay?
docid=4515937314 485087011&q=the+curious+
case+of+benjamin +button%2C+ trailer&ei=lsc4SIHOY- e-QGrz7HtAw&hl=en
Australia - Nicole Kidman teams up again with Baz
Luhrmann in this epic piece about Australia in World
War II. Also stars Hugh Jackman. Kidman, Jackman
& Luhrmann. The names alone are very intriguing but
the visuals look really amazing and it's been awhile
since I've seen a good Historwood epic. Australia
during World War II? Bring it on! 11/14/08
http://www.australi amovie.com/
Eagle Eye - Shia LaBeouf stars as a young man who
finds himself a target of the FBI thanks to some
unknown force manipulating his life. I dunno what to
tell ya. LaBeouf comes home to find illegal munitions
in his apartment, the FBI comes crashing in and some
mysterious voice on the phone tells him to run really
fast. Sounds like a hit. 9/27/08
http://www.eagleeye movie.com/ ?gclid=COz72oTHw
JMCFQrPGgodFXBOD A
The X-Files: I Want To Believe - Mulder and Scully
are back on a case that evidently is way too big for
the small screen. I dunno. I have no idea what the plot
is about based on the trailer but.....it's Mulder....and
Scully....back together. How can I say no? 7/25/08
http://www.xfiles. com/
The Spirit - Saw the teaser trailer for the film
treatment of the classic comic book character. The
movie will be helmed by Frank Miller. Based on the
teaser, the visual style is going to be identical to "Sin
City" and the tagline is "My City Screams". Look for it
sometime in 2009.
http://www.mycitysc reams.com/ index2.html?
swf=video
The Andromeda Strain - Actually this is a mini-series
version that will premier on A&E starting on Memorial
Day (May 26th). Stars Benjamin Bratt & Andre
Braugher and it appears to be about an alien virus
that lays waste to the human race. A team of
scientists have little time to find a cure. Looks okay, I
guess.
http://www.fathomev ents.com/ details.aspx?
eventid=719
Death Note - I guess the anime was so good they just
had to make a live action movie about it. Surely,
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Death Note fans already have their tickets but for the
uninitiated (like myself) Fathom Events will be
showing the film stateside May 20th & 21st in
selected theaters. I don't watch the show but the clips
looked interesting. I might check it out.
http://www.fathomev ents.com/ details.aspx?
eventid=719
You Don't Mess With The Zohan - Adam Sandler
stars as an agent in the Israeli army who quits the
force to pursue his hairstylist dreams in the states.
Just as he's starting to establish himself his military
past catches up with him. Honestly, I haven't been
this excited about an Adam Sandler production since
"The Wedding Singer". The trailer cracked me up. I
think I may schedule an appointment. 6/6/08
Step Brothers - Will Ferrell and John C. Reilly team
up again for another outrageous comedy. Now, if I
read the preview correctly Ferrell lives at home with
his single mom and Reilly lives at home with his
single dad. When the single parents hook up the two
adult men become stepbrothers. First there will be a
fierce rivalry but will later blossom into a genuine
kinship. The gags look chucklelicious, I like the story
so far, Ferrell is an expert on playing the immature
adult and Reilly will make it doubly entertaining. And I
love the poster, too. 7/25/08
http://www.sonypict ures.com/ movies/stepbroth ers/

City of Ember - Once upon a time, human beings
retreated to an underground city, which was designed
to last for only 200 years. Well, it's year 199 and all
panic is breaking loose. A group of kids are on a
mission to find a way out of the city. Well, this took me
by surprise. Didn't hear a lick about this movie but I'm
very intrigued by the trailer. Another enticing offering
from Walden Media. 10/10/08
http://www.walden. com/walden/ properties/ ember/
The Mummy: Tomb of the Dragon Emperor - The
O'Connell clan is fighting the undead again. This time,
we're going to China to battle a mischievous
"mummy" in the form of Jet Li. I already adore The
Mummy series but the addition of Jet Li and Michelle
Yeoh and those delicious looking visuals seal the deal
for me twice fold. 8/1/08
www.themummy. com
Journey to The Center Of The Earth 3-D - It's a
Brendan Fraser Double Feature Summer! Not only is
he battling cursed dead ghoulies but he's also going
to have to lead his wife and son out of the prehistoric
nightmare that is the Center of the Earth. I thought
this was gonna be an IMAX exclusive but I think the
3-D will be available in regular theaters. Looks fun
and it's been awhile since we had a good "glasses"
flick. 7/11/08
www.journey3dmovie. com

Igor - Behind every great scientist is a hunchback
henchman charged with pulling the switch. This
upcoming CGtoon explores what happens when one
of these henchman decide to create his own scientific
masterpiece. Though I like the concept I have no
desire to see this flick. 10/24/08
Star Wars: The Clone Wars - Similar to Anakin
Skywalker's transformation into the robotic Darth
Vader, Star Wars has gone completely CG in this
upcoming SW adventure that takes place during the
legendary Clone Wars. I gotta be honest about this.
The original trilogy: classics. The prequels: great
story, not so great directing, way too much
greenscreen, God bless Ian McDiarmid. The
animated Clone Wars shorts aired on Cartoon
Network: fun and interesting. An all CG feature with
deformed CG versions of Obi Wan and "pre-Vader"
Anakin? Eewww. Oh, I'll probably see it anyway the
same way I just had to see "Revenge of the Sith" but I
swear I heard The Force and it was whispering
something to me......."blasphemy ". You be the judge
on 8/15/08.
Hancock - Will Smith stars as a man that is more
"super" than "hero". Imagine Superman as a washed
up drunken rock star has-been. Then Jason Bateman
comes in to help clean up Hancock's image. He even
gets Hancock into a super-suit. C'mon folks, it's Will
Smith in a special effects heavy summer movie. It's a
sure bet. This also better be a sweet apology letter for
"I Am Legend". 7/2/08
http://www.sonypictures.com/ movies/hancock/

Beverly Hills Chihuahua - Well, the trailer depicts
singing and dancing CG Chihuahuas. I could tell you
what I think of the clip but then I'd be banned from the
site for obsessive cursing. 'sigh' Another producer
with way too much money on his hands. 9/26/08
http://www.apple. com/trailers/ disney/beverlyhi
llschihuahua/ ___
It Came from the Queue! by Aubrey Ward
In The Name Of The King: A Dungeon Siege Tale 2007 - DVD
An evil magus named Gallian (Ray Liotta) uses his
sorcery and an army of Krugs to take over the land.
When Krugs attack the the family of a man named
Farmer (Jason Statham) he and his friends join the
Ehb Kingdom's army to defeat Gallian and save the
land from his tyranny.
It actually wasn't half bad. I know it's an Uwe Boll
movie. I know it's heavily inspired by the LOTR
movies. But I gotta be honest and say that it was
actually a decent sword and sorcery production. I
liked the story. The acting was better than expected.
The effects and fight scenes didn't totally suck. And at
2 hours and 30 minutes I did not fall asleep. I imagine
it was far easier to digest this from my easy chair
rather than a movie theater seat.
The main plot centers on Farmer (Statham) trying to
rescue his wife, Solana (Claire Forlani) who was
taken during a fight with the Krugs. Another aspect of
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the story involves the schemes of Duke Norrick
(Matthew Lillard) to steal the throne from his uncle,
King Konreid (Burt Reynolds). Muriella (Leelee
Sobieski) is the daughter of the Konreid's magus,
Merick (John Rhys Davies) and her affair with Gallian
has some chilling consequences. And lets not forget
the isolationist forest people led by Elora (Kristanna
Loken) who want nothing to do with this "man's war"
but the battle won't stay out of the forest for long.
Okay, even I have to admit that the casting was pretty
creative. Burt Reynolds as a medieval king? Ray
Liotta as an evil wizard? I dunno if it was the
cake but after awhile I just got used to the idea of the
former "Goodfella" waving his arms in the arcane mist
and psionically flinging swords from the walls. I think it
also helped that the rest of the cast was sprinkled with
some sci-fantasy veterans like Ryhs Davies, Loken,
and Ron Perlman (not covered in latex for a change).
And leave it to Boll to grant my wish by having a
prominent black character in the usually all Caucasian
cast "wizards & weapons" movie . Brian J. White
plays Commander Tarish and does a wonderful job.
Thanks, Uwe (Oh heck. Did i just type that?)
I guess in the hands of another director "In The Name
of the King" might have been a pretty fantastic film
that would've conquered the box office and given
LOTR and D&D fans something to chat
about. Though it is a startling (and disturbing) piece of
evidence that shows that Boll might actually have an
ability to make a good movie, it still doesn't quite hit
the bullseye. But it does come pretty close.
Yes.....I too am afraid.
My Grade: BSurprise, surprise! A genuine decent filmwork from
the King of Modern Shlock. "In The Name of The
King" is an okay fantasy movie with all your favorite
staples like wizards and aged kings played by unlikely
portrayers such as Ray Liotta and Burt Reynolds. Not
sure if the kids will want to sit through two and a half
hours of this but adults should be able to curl up to it
(caffeine helps...a lot). Hey, I've seen Boll's previous
work and even I can't believe I'm recommending this
movie. But like the old adage goes: sometimes you
gotta break a few eggs to make an omelet.
The Deaths of Ian Stone (2007)- DVD
Ian Stone has just dropped his girlfriend off at her
parents' house. On his way home he encounters what
appears to be a person lying in the road. He goes to
investigate and the thing attacks him and kills him.
And then Ian wakes up in a posh office. Was it a
dream? Or is he a part of a more sinister plot? Ian
Stone better figure it out quick before he's killed
again. And again and again and again.

On the plus side, the plot was interesting. Ian dies
then wakes up in another scenario and the viewer is
just as clueless as the character (which I usually
enjoy). Then the details are slowly revealed one by
one and the big revelation is worth the trip. The
monster effects are nice. Acting is good. Just one
problem..... .
It wasn't scary! If these are the kind of films I'm
supposed to be dying for I'd rather take my life
elsewhere.
And though I liked the story I must warn you that the
plot leaves some things to be desired even when
everything is revealed. All I'll say is just focus on
what's shared. Don't think about the origins of the
creatures. Don't wonder what the real year is or what
the true "reality" is. Just sit in the backseat and relax.
It ain't DeMille, honey.
My Grade: BThe title says it all and I just had to see why Ian Stone
died so much. The story is good, the ending is sound,
the acting is on point, and the effects are decent. But
this is less a horror movie and more a sci-fantasy
mystery. It's not scary.... at all and is not worthy of the
moniker "Film To Die For". Still, I recommend it for a
rent if you're in the mood for something a little
different.
Highlander: The Source - 2007 - DVD
It's the year two thousand and something. Way
forward in the future somewhere. Earth is on the brink
of complete ruin until the planets begin to align and a
group of Immortals start receiving signs that the
mythical Source is about to reappear again. Some
say The Source is the thing that will bring peace and
prosperity to the world. Others believe it's an Immortal
power booster. Whatever the case, a team of
Immortals led by Duncan MacLeod (Adrian Paul)
goes to seek out The Source and defeat The
Guardian (Cristian Solimeno) that...well. . guards it.
According to the Wiki file this latest Highlander
production was a Sci Fi Channel release and is the
first film in a planned trilogy so expect more to come.
As a Highlander "non-fan" I found "The Source" to be
a nice little adventure movie with those warm and
fuzzy apocalyptic themes, neato action sequences,
and a mystical artifact that seems too good to be true.
"Highlander: The Source" kinda reminded me
of "Mortal Kombat: Annihilation”. It had all the familiar
elements but it lacked the polish of the original
product. I know the Netflix reviews were pretty harsh
save for one or two that really liked the action. I'm
sure most Highlander fans have seen "The Source"
and they have my deepest sympathy. I too know the
pain of seeing a promising franchise whittled down to
nothing.
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The ending was a bit of a let down, too. I just sat
there, mouth agape, ticked that all that hoop and
holler was for almost nothing. The quest for the
Source was more rewarding than the actual prize in
my opinion. But it will make for some interesting
stories in the future. Perhaps.
My Grade: C+

A light and airy adventure movie that looks like it
was made for cable. Oh wait.... it was made for
cable. As an official Highlander movie, it seemed
a little blah. A good diversion on a Sunday
afternoon but I warn the Highlander fans to keep
their hopes down.
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UPCOMING CONVENTIONS
DEADLY INK JUNE 20-22, 2008
THE SHERATON PARSIPPANY HOTEL
PARSIPPANY, NJ
JANE K. CLELAND IS THE 2008 GUEST OF HONOR
Saturday June 21, 2008 (doors open at 9:00am)
3:30-4:15
THE MORRIS ROOM
CROSSING OVER: BLURRING GENRE LINES

*Our own Todd Ehrenfels & Sandy Schlosser will be on this panel representing the SFSNNJ.

William "Bill" Molendyk Charity Gaming Weekend
A long-time member of the Science Fiction fan community in northern New Jersey, William "Bill" Molendyk passed
away at the end of this past January. To honor one of his favorite hobbies and pastimes, and to raise money for the
American Diabetes Association, the Science Fiction Society of Northern New Jersey will be holding a Charity
Gaming Weekend, from June 20th, 21st, and 22nd, hosted by Reality's Edge Games and Hobbies in North Arlington,
NJ (www.realitys-edge.com). Help remember Bill by slinging dice, delving through dungeons, and chatting with fellow
members of the science fiction and RPG fan communities.

FANGORIA'S WEEKEND OF HORRORS
SECAUCUS, NEW JERSEY
Fri., Sat. & Sun. June 20-22, 2008
Crowne Plaza Meadowlands Hotel
"12 Minutes from Manhattan"
2 Harmon Plaza
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